A method for analyzing a software library may include obtaining the software library, identifying a candidate security-sensitive entity in the software library, and generating a control flow graph that includes execution paths. Each execution path may include a public entry node corresponding to a public entry and a candidate security-sensitive entity node corresponding to the candidate security-sensitive entity. The public entry is a point where an application program external to the software library may access the software library. The method may further include determining whether each execution path in the control flow graph includes a permission check node between the respective public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node in the respective execution path. Each permission check node may correspond to a permission check in the software library. The method may further include classifying, based on the determination, the candidate security-sensitive entity as a security-sensitive entity.
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INFERRING SECURITY-SENSITIVE ENTITIES IN LIBRARIES

BACKGROUND

[0001] Modern programming languages such as Java and C# use permission checks as an access control mechanism to protect security-sensitive entities from public access. This access control is typically enforced dynamically by examining the runtime call stack to check whether every caller on the stack has the required permissions. This mechanism ensures that when untrusted code invokes trusted code, the untrusted code cannot indirectly access items via the trusted code.

[0002] However, in certain situations untrusted code does need limited access to the restricted information. To enable this access, some programming languages provide a mechanism to permit untrusted code to access restricted entities in a “safe manner” (e.g., via a doPrivileged() method in Java) that effectively allows untrusted code to invoke a trusted intermediary that accesses the restricted entity on behalf of the untrusted code. This results in elevation of privileges for the untrusted code via the intermediary. Both the permission checks and privilege elevations are specified programmatically and there is no formal specification of the restricted entities or privilege elevations. When design intent is not documented either formally or informally, it is easy to lose sight of the implicit security requirements while revising the code. Hence the programmer is solely responsible for the enforcement of the desired, but not explicitly specified, security properties. This could potentially lead to security weaknesses and vulnerabilities. Detection of security-related programming errors becomes difficult as there is no clear specification of acceptable and unacceptable program behavior. The situation is even more difficult for software libraries which are expected to enforce security for all possible programs (which are unknown) that use the library. Currently there is no existing tool that can automatically identify security-sensitive entities.

SUMMARY

[0003] This summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts that are further described below in the detailed description. This summary is not intended to identify key or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in limiting the scope of the claimed subject matter.

[0004] In general, in one aspect, one or more embodiments relate to a method for analyzing a software library including obtaining the software library, identifying a candidate security-sensitive entity in the software library, and generating a control flow graph that includes execution paths. Each execution path includes a public entry node corresponding to a public entry and a candidate security-sensitive entity node corresponding to the candidate security-sensitive entity. The public entry is a point where an application program external to the software library accesses the software library. The method further includes determining whether each execution path in the control flow graph includes a permission check node between the respective public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node in the respective execution path. Each permission check node corresponds to a permission check in the software library. The method further includes classifying, based on the determination, the candidate security-sensitive entity as a security-sensitive entity.

[0005] In general, in one aspect, one or more embodiments relate to a system including a processor and a memory including instructions that, when executed by the processor, cause the processor to obtain the software library, identify a candidate security-sensitive entity in the software library, and generate a control flow graph that includes execution paths. Each execution path includes a public entry node corresponding to a public entry and a candidate security-sensitive entity node corresponding to the candidate security-sensitive entity. The public entry is a point where an application program external to the software library accesses the software library. The instructions further include determining whether each execution path in the control flow graph further comprises a permission check node between the respective public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node in the respective execution path. Each permission check node corresponds to a permission check in the software library. The instructions further include classifying, based on the determination, the candidate security-sensitive entity as a security-sensitive entity. The system further includes a repository, configured to store at least the software library and the application program.

[0006] In general, in one aspect, one or more embodiments of the invention relate to a non-transitory computer readable medium including instructions that, when executed by a processor, perform a method for analyzing a software library including obtaining the software library, identifying a candidate security-sensitive entity in the software library, and generating a control flow graph that includes execution paths. Each execution path includes a public entry node corresponding to a public entry and a candidate security-sensitive entity node corresponding to the candidate security-sensitive entity. The public entry is a point where an application program external to the software library accesses the software library. The method further includes determining whether each execution path in the control flow graph includes a permission check node between the respective public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node in the respective execution path. Each permission check node corresponds to a permission check in the software library. The method further includes classifying, based on the determination, the candidate security-sensitive entity as a security-sensitive entity.

[0007] Other aspects of the invention will be apparent from the following description and the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0008] FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B show systems in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.

[0009] FIG. 2 shows a flowchart in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.

[0010] FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B show flowcharts in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.

[0011] FIG. 4 shows an example in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.

[0012] FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B show computing systems in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] Specific embodiments of the invention will now be described in detail with reference to the accompanying figures. Like elements in the various figures are denoted by like reference numerals for consistency.

[0014] In the following detailed description of embodiments of the invention, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a more thorough understanding of the invention. However, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that the invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known features have not been described in detail to avoid unnecessarily complicating the description.

[0015] Throughout the application, ordinal numbers (e.g., first, second, third, etc.) may be used as an adjective for an element (i.e., any noun in the application). The use of ordinal numbers is not to imply or create any particular ordering of the elements nor to limit any element to being only a single element unless expressly disclosed, such as by the use of the terms "before", "after", "single", and other such terminology. Rather, the use of ordinal numbers is to distinguish between the elements. By way of an example, a first element is distinct from a second element, and the first element may encompass more than one element and succeed (or precede) the second element in an ordering of elements.

[0016] In general, embodiments of the invention are directed to a method, system and non-transitory computer readable medium for analyzing a software library. In particular, one or more embodiments are directed to a method that identifies candidate security-sensitive entities (e.g., methods and read/write fields in objects) and their required permissions in a software library that relies on permission checks to enforce access control. The method is based on analyzing the usage of candidate security-sensitive entities in the software library relative to permission checks. The method may generate a control flow graph representing execution paths between a public entry and a candidate security-sensitive entity. False positives may be reduced by requiring that candidate security-sensitive entities be guarded by permission checks within a predetermined proximity in the various execution paths of the control flow graph. It may also be useful to filter candidate security-sensitive entities using probabilistic factors representing the likelihood of the candidate security-sensitive entity being guarded by permission checks in the various execution paths of the control flow graph. Access control errors representing potentially dangerous security vulnerabilities may be identified when coverage of the security-sensitive entity by permission checks does not occur in all execution paths of the control flow graph reaching the security-sensitive entity. The method may be useful, for example, in tant and escape analyses, which require determining whether security-sensitive entities are guarded by appropriate permission checks.

[0017] FIG. 1A shows a system in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. As shown in FIG. 1A, the system includes a computer system (100) that includes a repository (102) and an inference engine (104). In one or more embodiments, the computer system (100) may be the computing system (500) described with respect to FIG. 5A and the accompanying description below, or may be the client device (526) described with respect to FIG. 5B.

[0018] In one or more embodiments, the repository (102) may be any type of storage unit and/or device (e.g., a file system, database, collection of tables, or any other storage mechanism) for storing data. Further, the repository (102) may include multiple different storage units and/or devices. The multiple different storage units and/or devices may or may not be of the same type or located at the same physical site.

[0019] In one or more embodiments, the repository (102) includes a software library (106) and one or more application programs (108a-108n). In one or more embodiments of the invention, both the software library (106) and application programs (108a-108n) are collections of source code including various software components. That is, the software library (106) and application programs (108a-108n) may be collections of computer instructions written in a human-readable programming language. The software library (106) and application programs (108a-108n) may be transformed by a compiler program into binary machine code. Compiled machine code may then be executed by a processor in order to execute the software components generated from the software library (106) and/or application programs (108a-108n).

[0020] In one or more embodiments of the invention, the software library (106) may include one or more public entries (112a-112n), permission checks (114a-114n), and security-sensitive entities (116a-116n). A public entry (112a-112n) may be a point in the software library (106) where an application program (108a-108n) external to the software library (106) accesses the software library (106). For example, public entries (112a-112n) may include functions, classes, objects and/or methods exposed by an application programming interface (API) of the software library (106). A permission check (114a-114n) may be a statement that checks whether an access request indicated by a specified permission should be granted or denied. The permission may control access to a specific resource. A resource may have multiple associated permissions. For example, a file may have "read", "write" and "execute" permissions, and a host may have a "connect" permission.

[0021] Two different permission checks (114a-114n) may be equivalent when they check the same permission. Determining whether two permission checks (114a-114n) are equivalent may require analysis when the permissions result from a computation (e.g., the type of access may be represented as a variable whose value may be "read" or "write" depending on the result of a conditional statement). Furthermore, the entity to which the permission applies may also be the result of a computation. In one or more embodiments, the various execution paths leading to the permission computations may be analyzed in order to determine when different permission checks (114a-114n) are equivalent.

[0022] Security-sensitive entities (116a-116n) may be designed to be guarded by specific permission checks (114a-114n) to prevent unrestricted public access. A security-sensitive entity (116a-116n) may be a computational entity (e.g., a method, function, object, or field of an object) with access to privileged resources and operations (e.g., reading and/or modifying a file containing security-sensitive data). In one or more embodiments, a public entry (112a-112n) may be a candidate (i.e., potential) security-sensitive entity (116a-116n) when the public entry (112a-112n) itself (e.g., a public API method) contains a permission check (114a-114n). In contrast, any internal (i.e., not publicly accessible) method of the software library (106) may be a candidate security-sensitive entity (116a-116n). An internal method may be classified as an actual security-sensitive entity.
the software library (106). Such inadvertently protected entities may be filtered out using the following definition of proximity that is based on the premise that checking permissions is not lexically scoped. That is, lexical proximity to a permission check (114a-114n) is not a sufficient basis for classifying an entity as a security-sensitive entity (116a-116n), and in fact may lead to false positives.

[0027] A proximity level is defined to be the number of invocations in the control flow graph (122a-122n) from the permission check (114a-114n) to the candidate security-sensitive entity (116a-116n). This definition of proximity level is a dynamic proximity of a candidate security-sensitive entity (116a-116n) relative to a permission check (114a-114n) in the context of a chain of invocations. Then, relative to a threshold proximity level, a permission check (114a-114n) may guard only some candidate security-sensitive entities (116a-116n) within the threshold proximity level. Therefore, using a proximity level based on the number of invocations in the control flow graph (122a-122n), an inadvertently protected entity may be filtered out.

[0028] For example, FIG. 1B shows a control flow graph (150) that includes a public entry node (152), permission check nodes (158, 160) and a candidate security-sensitive entity node (164). As shown in FIG. 1B, each execution path in the control flow graph (150) begins at the public entry node (152) and ends at the candidate security-sensitive entity node (164). The candidate security-sensitive entity node (164) has a proximity level of 2 relative to the permission check P1 node (158), since there is 1 intervening node (method C (162)) between the candidate security-sensitive entity node (164) and the permission check P1 node (158). Similarly, the candidate security-sensitive entity node (164) has a proximity level of 1 relative to the permission check P2 node (160), since there are no nodes between the candidate security-sensitive entity node (164) and the permission check P2 node (160). In one or more embodiments, there may be multiple public entry nodes within a control flow graph (150).

[0029] In one or more embodiments, the permission checks (114a-114n) in the software library (106) provide the basis for identifying security-sensitive entities (116a-116n). However, if a programmer mistakenly omits a permission check (114a-114n) on an execution path in the control flow graph (122a-122n), then a candidate security-sensitive entity (116a-116n) may be overlooked. Therefore, the inference engine (104) may contain functionality to detect such potential access control errors and issue an error report (120) (e.g., for review by a programmer developing or maintaining the software library (106)) indicating the security-sensitive entity (116a-116n) and the execution path in the control flow graph (122a-122n) lacking the permission check (114a-114n).

[0030] In one or more embodiments, the concept of coverage may be used in the identification of candidate security-sensitive entities (116a-116n) in the software library (106). A coverage level represents a probability that a candidate security-sensitive entity (116a-116n) is guarded by permission checks (114a-114n) in the execution paths leading to the candidate security-sensitive entity (116a-116n). In one or more embodiments, the inference engine (104) may include functionality to calculate a coverage level by analyzing the execution paths of a control flow graph (122a-122n). In one or more embodiments, a candidate security-sensitive entity (116a-116n) may be classified as a security-sensitive entity.
when its coverage level exceeds a certain value. In one or more embodiments, the coverage level may be based on probabilistic factors assigned to nodes in a control flow graph that corresponds to a permission check for a specific permission. In other words, the coverage level measures the probability of executing a permission check prior to reaching the candidate security-sensitive entity. As another example, the functionality performed by a single component may be performed by two or more components.

FIG. 2 shows a flowchart in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. The flowchart depicts a process for analyzing a software library. One or more of the steps in FIG. 2 may be performed by the components of the computer system, discussed above in reference to FIG. 1A. If one or more of the steps shown in FIG. 2 are omitted, repeated, and/ or performed in a different order than the order shown in FIG. 2. Accordingly, the scope of the invention should not be considered limited to the specific arrangement of steps shown in FIG. 2.

Initially, in Step 200, a software library is obtained. For example, the software library may be obtained from a repository.

In Step 202, candidate security-sensitive entities in the software library are identified. For example, a candidate security-sensitive entity may be a public entry (e.g., a public API method) that includes a permission check. Alternatively, a candidate security-sensitive entity may be inaccessible by application programs external to the software library (e.g., a private or restricted method or field).

In Step 204, a control flow graph is generated for a candidate security-sensitive entity. The control flow graph represents the possible execution paths leading to the candidate security-sensitive entity. Each path in the control flow graph may correspond to a public entry node corresponding to a public entity and a candidate security-sensitive entity node corresponding to the candidate security-sensitive entity. Each public entity may be a point in the software library where an application program external to the software library accesses the software library. Standard program analysis techniques may be used during the generation of the control flow graph (e.g., points-to analysis, as in Martin Bravenboer and Yannis Smaragakis, Strictly declarative specification of sophisticated points-to analyses, Proceedings of the 24th ACM SIGPLAN conference on Object-oriented programming systems languages and applications (OOPSLA), pages 243-262, ACM, 2009, and standard data flow algorithms, as in Flemming Nielson, Hanne Riis Nielson, and Chris Hankin, Principles of Program Analysis, Springer, 2nd edition, 1999).

In Step 206, it is determined whether each execution path in the control flow graph includes a permission check node corresponding to a permission check that guards access to the candidate security-sensitive entity, where the permission check node is between a public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node. This may be accomplished using standard graph analysis and inter-procedural dependence analysis techniques. For example, the control flow graph may be traversed, starting with the candidate security-sensitive entity node until a public entry node is reached, noting any permission checks encountered during the traversal. In one or more embodiments, the various permission check nodes are analyzed to determine whether they correspond to equivalent permissions (e.g., when permissions result from complex computations). In one or more embodiments, each permission check may be located outside the lexical scope of any privilege elevation statement.

In Step 208, the candidate security-sensitive entity may be classified as a security-sensitive entity, depending on the determination performed in Step 206 above. That is, if each execution path in the control flow graph includes a permission check node between a public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node, then the candidate security-sensitive entity may be classified as a security-sensitive entity.

Those skilled in the art will understand that Step 204, Step 206 and Step 208 of FIG. 2 may be executed for each candidate security-sensitive entity identified in Step 202.

FIG. 3A shows a flowchart in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. The flowchart depicts a process, in more detail than FIG. 2, for analyzing a software library. One or more of the steps in FIG. 3A may be performed by the components of the computer system, discussed above in reference to FIG. 1A. If one or more of the steps shown in FIG. 3A are omitted, repeated, and/ or performed in a different order than the order shown in FIG. 3A. Accordingly, the scope of the invention should not be considered limited to the specific arrangement of steps shown in FIG. 3A.

Initially, in Step 300, a software library is obtained, as previously described in Step 200.

In Step 302, candidate security-sensitive entities in the software library are identified, as previously described in Step 202.

In Step 304, a control flow graph is generated for a candidate security-sensitive entity, as previously described in Step 204.

In Step 306, a candidate security-sensitive entity is selected. In particular, a candidate security-sensitive entity from the candidate security-sensitive entities identified in Step 302 may be selected automatically by a computing system. If selected by the computing system, a software application may select the candidate security-sensitive entity using a software algorithm, e.g., a pseudorandom algorithm or in an iterative manner. On the other hand, if selected by a user, the user may designate the candidate security-sensitive entity from the candidate security-sensitive entities identified in Step 302. Thus, a software program may obtain a selection of the candidate security-sensitive entity from the user, e.g., via a graphical user interface.

In Step 308, it is determined whether the selected candidate security-sensitive entity is guarded by permission checks within a predetermined proximity level. In one or more embodiments, a proximity level may be calculated based on the number of nodes in the execution paths of the control flow graph between each permission check node and the selected candidate security-sensitive entity node. In one or more embodiments, the calculated proximity level may be an average proximity level relative to multiple execution paths in the control flow graph from a public entry node to
the selected candidate security-sensitive entity node. In one or more embodiments, statistical methods may be applied to evaluate the proximity level relative to the various execution paths of the control flow graph.

[0045] If the selected candidate security-sensitive entity is guarded by permission checks within the predetermined proximity level, then Step 310 below is performed. Otherwise, the candidate security-sensitive entity is rejected, and Step 318 below is performed.

[0046] In Step 310, it is determined whether the selected candidate security-sensitive entity is guarded by permission checks within a predetermined coverage level. The coverage level may represent the probability of the candidate security-sensitive entity being guarded by a permission check in the execution paths of the control flow graph. In one or more embodiments, the coverage level may be based on probabilistic factors assigned to each permission check node in the control flow graph.

[0047] If the selected candidate security-sensitive entity is guarded by permission checks within the predetermined coverage level, then the selected candidate security-sensitive entity is classified as a security-sensitive entity in Step 312, and Step 314 below is performed. Otherwise, the candidate security-sensitive entity is rejected, and Step 318 below is performed.

[0048] Therefore, the number of candidate security-sensitive entities classified as security-sensitive entities depends on both the predetermined coverage level and predetermined proximity level.

[0049] In Step 314, if the security-sensitive entity has full coverage on all execution paths in the control flow graph, then Step 318 below is performed. Full coverage means that the security-sensitive entity is guarded by a permission check in each execution path of the control flow graph that reaches the security-sensitive entity node. Otherwise, in the absence of full coverage, Step 316 identifies a potential access control error indicating the security-sensitive entity and the permission that is not fully covered relative to the security-sensitive entity. That is, a potential access control error exists when a security-sensitive entity is not completely guarded by permission checks in all execution paths of the control flow graph that reach the security-sensitive entity.

[0050] In Step 318, if there are additional candidate security-sensitive entities that have not been analyzed, then Step 306 above is again performed and the analysis continues with another candidate security-sensitive entity. Otherwise, all candidate security-sensitive entities have already been analyzed, and an error report is generated in Step 320, identifying the security-sensitive entities with any access control errors that were identified in Step 316 above. In one or more embodiments, the error report may indicate each execution path in which a security-sensitive entity is unguarded by a permission check. The number of potential access control errors detected may depend on the predetermined coverage level. The error report may be used by a software library developer or maintainer to determine whether the absence of permission checks was intended or accidental. The error report may be presented in a display device, such as a graphical user interface (GUI).

[0051] In one or more embodiments, after performing the method of FIG. 3A, it may be desirable to re-perform the method with adjusted proximity and coverage levels, if too many or too few security-sensitive entities are identified.

[0052] FIG. 3B shows a flowchart in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. The flowchart depicts a process for analyzing a software library. Moreover, the flowchart in FIG. 3B may relate to Step 310 in FIG. 3A, where the coverage level of a candidate security-sensitive entity is computed relative to a permission check. One or more of the steps shown in FIG. 3B may be omitted, repeated, and/or performed in a different order than the order shown in FIG. 3B. Accordingly, the scope of the invention should be considered limited to the specific arrangement of steps shown in FIG. 3B.

[0053] Initially, in Step 350, the node in the control flow graph corresponding to the candidate security-sensitive entity is assigned a probabilistic factor (e.g., a probabilistic factor of 1). In one or more embodiments, the assignment of probabilistic factors flows backwards starting from the candidate security-sensitive entity node. This is because the various probabilistic factors represent conditional probabilities of the execution of various nodes in the control flow graph (most importantly, permission check nodes), based on the assumption that the candidate security-sensitive entity node is executed.

[0054] In Step 352, the node corresponding to the candidate security-sensitive entity is selected. This selection initializes the iteration loop comprising Step 354, Step 356 and Step 358 below.

[0055] In Step 354, the probabilistic factor of the selected node is distributed to each predecessor node (if any) of the selected node. In one or more embodiments, each predecessor node may be connected to the selected node via a direct edge in the control flow graph. For example, if the selected node has a probabilistic factor of x and the selected node has k predecessor nodes, then a probabilistic factor of x/k may be assigned to each predecessor node.

[0056] For example, the probabilistic factor (e.g., a probabilistic value of 1) of the candidate security-sensitive entity node (164) of FIG. 1B may be divided equally among its predecessor nodes corresponding to permission check P2 (160) and method C (162), which are both assigned a
probabilistic factor of 0.5, as shown in Table 1 above, which shows the probabilistic factors assigned to the interior nodes of FIG. 1B. Next the probabilistic factor of method C (162) is divided equally among its predecessor nodes corresponding to permission check P1 (158) and method B (156), which are both assigned a probabilistic factor of 0.25, also shown in Table 1.

In one or more embodiments, when determining a probabilistic factor I of a selected node to its predecessor nodes, if a predecessor node has already been assigned a probabilistic factor g, then I is added to the already assigned probabilistic factor g.

In one or more embodiments, the probabilistic factor assigned to each node n may be constrained to be the sum of the probabilistic factors assigned to its successor nodes that are connected via a direct edge to node n. For example, in FIG. 1B, the probabilistic factor of the node corresponding to method A (154) is the sum of the probabilistic factors of its successor nodes corresponding to method B (156) and permission check P1 (158). Therefore, the node corresponding to method A (154) is assigned a probabilistic factor of 0.5, as shown in Table 1.

In Step 358, another node is selected, if in Step 356 it is determined that there is at least one additional node in the control flow graph whose probabilistic factor has not yet been distributed to its predecessor nodes. Then, Step 354 is again performed on the newly selected node. Otherwise, if all remaining nodes have had their probabilistic factors distributed to their predecessor nodes, Step 360 below is performed. In one or more embodiments, the nodes of the control flow graph may be examined in various sequences (e.g., via a breadth-first or depth-first traversal of the nodes in the control flow graph).

In Step 360, the coverage level is calculated as the sum of the probabilistic factors of the nodes in the control flow graph corresponding to permission checks. This is because the coverage level is defined as the probability of a permission check guarding a candidate security-sensitive entity. For example, to obtain the coverage level for the candidate security-sensitive entity node (164) of FIG. 1B with respect to permission p, we add the probabilistic factors of all permission check nodes in execution paths from the public entry node (152) to the candidate security-sensitive entity node (164). In FIG. 1B, there are two such execution paths. One execution path passes through the node corresponding to permission check P2 (158), which has a probabilistic factor of 0.25. The other execution path passes through the node corresponding to permission check P2 (150), which has a probabilistic factor of 0.5. Therefore, the coverage level for the candidate security-sensitive entity node (164) with respect to permission p is 0.75.

While the various steps in this flowchart are presented and described sequentially, one of ordinary skill will appreciate that some or all of the steps may be executed in different orders, may be combined or omitted, and some or all of the steps may be executed in parallel. Furthermore, the steps may be performed actively or passively. For example, some steps may be performed using polling or be interrupt driven in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. By way of an example, determination steps may not require a processor to process an instruction unless an interrupt is received to signify that condition exists in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. As another example, determination steps may be performed by performing a test, such as checking a data value to test whether the value is consistent with the tested condition in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.

The methods described herein, based on analyzing patterns in a control flow graph, have been used to infer a relationship between two related programming constructs used in a software library, in this case, between security-sensitive entities and permission checks, where the degree of the relationship may depend on proximity and coverage levels. In other embodiments, the methods described herein may be similarly used to infer a relationship or pattern among other programming constructs used in a codebase, where the degree of the relationship may similarly depend on proximity and coverage levels. In such scenarios, potential errors may be detected and reported based on deviations from expected patterns (e.g., a lack of coverage of one programming construct by another programming construct on an execution path in a control flow graph). The methods described herein may be useful in detecting and enforcing various programming patterns and/or rules (e.g., safe pointer rules, rules to prevent memory leaks, rules to prevent code “hot spots”, etc.).

FIG. 4 shows an implementation example in accordance with one or more embodiments. First, a software library is obtained and candidate security-sensitive entities are identified. One such candidate security-sensitive entity is the ZipFile.open method (464), as shown in FIG. 4, which illustrates a control flow graph (450) that represents execution paths between a ZipFile constructor method (452) and the ZipFile.open method (464). The ZipFile constructor method (452) is a public entry in the software library that is accessible by application programs external to the software library.

The ZipFile constructor method (452) invokes three other methods, each performing a type of security check: a read check method (456), a modify check method (458) and an execution check method (460). The execution check method (460) also invokes an identity check method (462) (e.g., the identity check method (462) may perform special user authentication steps and/or security analytics). The ZipFile.open method (464) is directly invoked by the read check method (456), the modify check method (458) and the identity check method (462). Both the read check method (456) and modify check method (458) checks permission p, while the execution check method (460) checks permission q, and the identity check method (462) does not check any specific permission.

The control flow graph (450) is analyzed to determine whether the candidate security-sensitive entity (the ZipFile.open method (464)) satisfies predetermined proximity and coverage requirements.

Assume that the predetermined proximity level is 2. That is, a candidate security-sensitive entity will be rejected unless there is a permission check within 2 invocations of the candidate security-sensitive entity in each execution path of the control flow graph (450). There are 3 execution paths to the ZipFile.open method (464). In one execution path, the proximity level of the ZipFile.open method (464) is 1 relative to permission p and the read check method (456), since there are no intervening nodes between the read check method (456) and the ZipFile.open method (464). In the second execution path, the proximity level of the ZipFile.open method (464) is also 1 relative to permission p and the modify check method (458), since there are
no intervening nodes between the modify check method (458) and the ZipFile.open method (464). In the third execution path, the proximity level of the ZipFile.open method (464) is 2 relative to permission p and the execution check method (460), since there is 1 intervening node (462) between the execution check method (460) and the ZipFile.open method (464). Therefore, all 3 execution paths are within a proximity level of 2, and the candidate security-sensitive entity (the ZipFile.open method (464)) achieves the required proximity level. However, this is conditional on permission p and permission q being equivalent. For example, one or both permissions may be the result of a computation, requiring analysis to determine whether the two permissions are equivalent. If permission p and permission q are not equivalent (e.g., permission p may grant access to the zip file, while permission q may grant general execution access to a file system), then a potential error condition may exist.

[0067] Assume that the predetermined coverage level is 0.95. That is, a candidate security-sensitive entity will be rejected unless there is a 95% probability of a permission check guarding the candidate security-sensitive entity in the control flow graph (450). The coverage level is calculated as the sum of the probabilistic factors of the permission check nodes in the control flow graph (450). First, a probabilistic factor of 1 is assigned to the candidate security-sensitive entity node, in this case, the node corresponding to the ZipFile.open method (464). Next, the probabilistic factor is distributed among the 3 predecessor nodes (456, 458, 462) of the ZipFile.open method (464). Thus, each predecessor node (456, 458, 462) is assigned a probabilistic factor of 1/3. Next, the probabilistic factor of the identity check node (462) is distributed to its sole predecessor node (460). Thus, the execution check node (460) is also assigned a probabilistic factor of 1/3. The coverage level is then calculated as the sum of the 3 permission check nodes (456, 458, 460): 1/3+1/3+1/3=1, indicating full coverage of the ZipFile.open method (464). However, this is again conditional on permission p and permission q being equivalent. If permission p and permission q are not equivalent, then the coverage level will fall below the coverage requirement of 0.95 and the candidate security-sensitive entity will be rejected. For example, without including the probabilistic factor of node (460), the coverage level will be 2/3. However, in an alternate scenario where the predetermined coverage level had been 0.6 (instead of 0.95), then the coverage requirement would be satisfied even when the execution check node (460) does not guard the ZipFile.open method (464) relative to permission p. However, the lack of full coverage would result in identifying a potential access control error in the execution path from the ZipFile constructor method (452) to the execution check method (460) to the identity check method (462) to the ZipFile.open method (464), due to the absence of a permission check for permission p.

[0068] A similar analysis would be performed for any other candidate security-sensitive entities in the software library (e.g., public methods that contain permission checks, and/or internal methods and fields).

[0069] Embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented on a computing system. Any combination of mobile, desktop, server, router, switch, embedded device, or other types of hardware may be used. For example, as shown in FIG. 5A, the computing system (500) may include one or more computer processors (502), non-persistent storage (504) (e.g., volatile memory, such as random access memory (RAM), cache memory), persistent storage (506) (e.g., a hard disk, an optical drive such as a compact disk (CD) drive or digital versatile disk (DVD) drive, a flash memory, etc.), a communication interface (512) (e.g., Bluetooth interface, infrared interface, network interface, optical interface, etc.), and numerous other elements and functionalities.

[0070] The computer processor(s) (502) may be an integrated circuit for processing instructions. For example, the computer processor(s) may be one or more cores or micro-cores of a processor. The computing system (500) may also include one or more input devices (510), such as a touch-screen, keyboard, mouse, microphone, touchpad, electronic pen, or any other type of input device.

[0071] The communication interface (512) may include an integrated circuit for connecting the computing system (500) to a network (not shown) (e.g., a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN) such as the Internet, mobile network, or any other type of network) and/or to another device, such as another computing device.

[0072] Further, the computing system (500) may include one or more output devices (508), such as a screen (e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD), a plasma display, touchscreen, cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor, projector, or other display device), a printer, external storage, or any other output device. One or more of the output devices may be the same or different from the input device(s). The input and output device(s) may be locally or remotely connected to the computer processor(s) (502), non-persistent storage (504), and persistent storage (506). Many different types of computing systems exist, and the aforementioned input and output device(s) may take other forms.

[0073] Software instructions in the form of computer readable program code to perform embodiments disclosed herein may be stored, in whole or in part, temporarily or permanently, on a non-transitory computer readable medium such as a CD, DVD, storage device, a diskette, a tape, flash memory, physical memory, or any other computer readable storage medium. Specifically, the software instructions may correspond to computer readable program code that, when executed by a processor(s), is configured to perform one or more embodiments disclosed herein.

[0074] The computing system (500) in FIG. 5A may be connected to or be a part of a network. For example, as shown in FIG. 5B, the network (520) may include multiple nodes (e.g., node X (522), node Y (524)). Each node may correspond to a computing system, such as the computing system shown in FIG. 5A, or a group of nodes combined may correspond to the computing system shown in FIG. 5A. By way of an example, embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented on a node of a distributed system that is connected to other nodes. By way of another example, embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented on a distributed computing system having multiple nodes, where each portion disclosed herein may be located on a different node within the distributed computing system. Further, one or more elements of the aforementioned computing system (500) may be located at a remote location and connected to the other elements over a network.

[0075] Although not shown in FIG. 5B, the node may correspond to a blade in a server chassis that is connected to other nodes via a backplane. By way of another example, the node may correspond to a server in a data center. By way of
another example, the node may correspond to a computer processor or micro-core of a computer processor with shared memory and/or resources.

[0076] The nodes (e.g., node X (522), node Y (524)) in the network (520) may be configured to provide services for a client device (526). For example, the nodes may be part of a cloud computing system. The nodes may include functionality to receive requests from the client device (526) and transmit responses to the client device (526). The client device (526) may be a computing system, such as the computing system shown in FIG. 5A. Further, the client device (526) may include and/or perform all or a portion of one or more embodiments disclosed herein.

[0077] The computing system or group of computing systems described in FIGS. 5A and 5B may include functionality to perform a variety of operations disclosed herein. For example, the computing system(s) may perform communication between processes on the same or different system. A variety of mechanisms, employing some form of active or passive communication, may facilitate the exchange of data between processes on the same device. Examples representative of these inter-process communications include, but are not limited to, the implementation of a file, a signal, a socket, a message queue, a pipeline, a semaphore, shared memory, message passing, and a memory-mapped file.

[0078] The computing system in FIG. 5A may implement and/or be connected to a data repository. For example, one type of data repository is a database. A database is a collection of information configured for ease of data retrieval, modification, re-organization, and deletion. Database Management System (DBMS) is a software application that provides an interface for users to define, create, query, update, or administer databases.

[0079] The user, or software application, may submit a statement or query into the DBMS. Then the DBMS interprets the statement. The statement may be a select statement to request information, update statement, create statement, delete statement, etc. Moreover, the statement may include parameters that specify data, or data container (database, table, record, column, view, etc.), identifier(s), conditions (comparator operators), functions (e.g. join, full join, count, average, etc.), sort (e.g. ascending, descending), or others. The DBMS may execute the statement. For example, the DBMS may access a memory buffer, a reference or index, a file for read, write, delete, or any combination thereof, for responding to the statement. The DBMS may load the data from persistent or non-persistent storage and perform computations to respond to the query. The DBMS may return the result(s) to the user or software application.

[0080] The above description of functions present only a few examples of functions performed by the computing system of FIG. 5A and the nodes and/or client device in FIG. 5B. Other functions may be performed using one or more embodiments disclosed herein.

[0081] While the invention has been described with respect to a limited number of embodiments, those skilled in the art, having benefit of this disclosure, will appreciate that other embodiments can be devised which do not depart from the scope of the invention as disclosed herein. Accordingly, the scope of the invention should be limited only by the attached claims.
wherein the determination is further based on whether each permission check node corresponds to a permission check in the software library that is outside the lexical scope of any privilege elevation statement.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the candidate security-sensitive entity is accessible by an application program external to the software library, and wherein the candidate security-sensitive entity comprises a permission check.

8. A system for analyzing a software library, comprising:

- a processor;
- a memory comprising instructions that, when executed by the processor, cause the processor to:
  - obtain the software library;
  - identify a candidate security-sensitive entity in the software library;
  - generate a control flow graph comprising a plurality of execution paths, each execution path comprising a public entry node corresponding to a public entity and a candidate security-sensitive entity node corresponding to the candidate security-sensitive entity, wherein the public entry is a point where an application program external to the software library accesses the software library;
  - determine whether each execution path in the control flow graph further comprises a permission check node between the respective public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node in the respective execution path, wherein the permission check node corresponds to a permission check in the software library that checks a value of a permission that controls access to a resource of the system;
  - calculate a coverage level for the candidate security-sensitive entity node relative to the permission check node, wherein the determination is based on the coverage level exceeding a predetermined value; and
  - classify, based on the determination, the candidate security-sensitive entity as a security-sensitive entity; and

- a repository, configured to store at least the software library and the application program.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the memory further comprises instructions that, when executed by the processor, cause the processor to:

- calculate a proximity level based on a number of nodes between the permission check node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node, wherein the determination is further based on the proximity level not exceeding a predetermined value.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein the memory further comprises instructions that, when executed by the processor, cause the processor to:

- calculate a probabilistic factor for each node in the control flow graph, wherein the coverage level is based on the probabilistic factor of each permission check node in the control flow graph.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein calculating the probabilistic factor for each node in the control flow graph comprises:

- assigning a probabilistic factor to the candidate security-sensitive entity node; and

- distributing the probabilistic factor of each node in the control flow graph to each predecessor node of the respective node, wherein each predecessor node is connected to the respective node via a direct edge in the control flow graph.

12. The system of claim 8, wherein the memory further comprises instructions that, when executed by the processor, cause the processor to:

- identify a potential access control error when the control flow graph comprises an execution path from the public entry node to the candidate security-sensitive entity node without a permission check node between the public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node; and

- generate an error report indicating the potential access control error relative to the candidate security-sensitive entity.

13. The system of claim 8, wherein the candidate security-sensitive entity is inaccessible by an application program external to the software library, and wherein the determination is further based on whether each permission check node corresponds to a permission check in the software library that is outside the lexical scope of any privilege elevation statement.

14. The system of claim 8, wherein the candidate security-sensitive entity is accessible by an application program external to the software library, and wherein the candidate security-sensitive entity comprises a permission check.

15. A non-transitory computer readable medium comprising instructions that, when executed by a processor, perform a method for analyzing a software library, the method comprising:

- obtaining the software library;
- identifying a candidate security-sensitive entity in the software library;
- generating a control flow graph comprising a plurality of execution paths, each execution path comprising a public entry node corresponding to a public entry and a candidate security-sensitive entity node corresponding to the candidate security-sensitive entity, wherein the public entry is a point where an application program external to the software library accesses the software library;
- determining whether each execution path in the control flow graph further comprises a permission check node between the respective public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node in the respective execution path, wherein the permission check node corresponds to a permission check in the software library that checks a value of a permission that controls access to a resource of a computer system comprising the software library;
- calculating a coverage level for the candidate security-sensitive entity node relative to the permission check node, wherein the determination is based on the coverage level exceeding a predetermined value; and
- classifying, based on the determination, the candidate security-sensitive entity as a security-sensitive entity.

16. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 15, wherein the method further comprises:
calculating a proximity level based on a number of nodes between the permission check node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node, wherein the determination is further based on the proximity level not exceeding a predetermined value.

17. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 15, wherein the method further comprises:
   calculating a probabilistic factor for each node in the control flow graph,
   wherein the coverage level is based on the probabilistic factor of each permission check node in the control flow graph.

18. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 17, wherein calculating the probabilistic factor for each node in the control flow graph comprises:
   assigning a probabilistic factor to the candidate security-sensitive entity node; and
   distributing the probabilistic factor of each node in the control flow graph to each predecessor node of the respective node, wherein each predecessor node is connected to the respective node via a direct edge in the control flow graph.

19. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 15, wherein the method further comprises:
   identifying a potential access control error when the control flow graph comprises an execution path from the public entry node to the candidate security-sensitive entity node without a permission check node between the public entry node and the candidate security-sensitive entity node; and
   generating an error report indicating the potential access control error relative to the candidate security-sensitive entity.

20. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 15,
   wherein the candidate security-sensitive entity is inaccessible by an application program external to the software library, and
   wherein the determination is further based on whether each permission check node corresponds to a permission check in the software library that is outside the lexical scope of any privilege elevation statement.

* * * * *